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Co-Editor of 60 Minutes, Lesley Stahl, a journalist, has been at the forefront reporting on world events and this year she began her first season as Anchor of 48 Hour Investigates. She has been described as a “courageous reporter” prepared to report on controversial issues.

From 1990 to March 1991, Ms Stahl was co-anchor of America Tonight, a late night CBS news service of interviews and essays. Her career with CBS includes the role as a White House correspondent during the Carter and Regan administrations and for part of the George Bush administration.

For Face the Nation, she has interviewed such international figures as Boris Yeltsin, Margaret Thatcher and Yasser Arafat. She has also interviewed Israeli Prime Minister, Ariel Sharon about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

Lesley has been describes as a “courageous reporter” prepared to report on controversial issues. She has won a number of prestigious awards, including the Dennis Kauff Journalism Award for lifetime achievement in the news profession and Emmy Awards for such programs as “Punishing Saddam” which exposed the impact of sanctions against the people of Iraq. The University of Maryland’s College of Journalism honored her as the Best White House Correspondent of 1991.

She graduated cum laude from Wheaton College.